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Any wrong answer and you will lose any points past the last “safe zone” (after questions 4 and 8).
You may use up to two Lifelines by putting “LL” as the answer for a question.  There is no credit for
that question but it does not count as a wrong answer.

Questions 1-4 are worth 1 point each

1. What is 3+5+67?
(A) 8 (B) 75 (C) 21 (D) 3567

2. Reduce the Fraction 2/12 too lowest terms.
(A) 1/6 (B) 3/4 (C) 1/12 (D) 2/12

3. Find the sum of all the even prime numbers.
(A) infinite (B) 0 (C) 2 (D) 4015

4. Jon is seasick.  He throws up every five minutes.  How many times does Jon
throw up in an hour?

(A) 12 (B) 60 (C) 10 (D) 5

Questions 5-8 are worth 2 points each

5. What is probability of flipping a fair coin and getting a heads if the last
two flips were tails?

(A) 0 (B) 1/2 (C) 1/3 (D) 1

6. Eric is reading the book Great Expectations.  Today is Sunday.  He reads
43 pages per day.  Including today what day will he finish the 531-page
book?

(A) Friday (B) Sunday (C) Saturday (D) Monday
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7. One expo equals 13 shinutaes.  A Cyurry equals 2 expos.  A Cyurry equals 7
blobs.  A brahmagupta equals 1 Cyurry.  If I have 4 brahmaguptas how
many shinutaes do I have?

(A) 91 (B) 13 (C) 104 (D) 728

8. If x=1/3  and y=7 and z=147 Evaluate (z/y)+9x.
(A) 24 (B) 12 (C) 22 (D) 20

Questions 9-11 are worth 3 points each

9. How many ways can I arrange the letters of the word “success”?
(A) 120 (B) 720 (C) 240 (D) 420

10. Kristina has 2 blue socks, 5 green socks, 9 orange socks, 3 black socks, 12
red socks, 4 yellow socks, and 7 striped socks in a drawer.  What is the
least amount of socks she has to take out of the drawer if she is to be
guaranteed a matching pair?

(A) 8 (B) 42 (C) 26 (D) 90720

11. Evaluate  (A-B+C)/D.
Where A= the number of stars on the current American Flag.
Where B= the number of stripes on the current American Flag.
Where C= smallest odd prime number.
Where D=the probability of getting two heads on two coin flips.
(A) 20 (B) 160 (C) 38 (D) 200

Question 12 is worth 4 points

12. Tom is a smart feller.  He is standing near a pole with a new distance
measurer and it tells him that his feet are 13 feet from the top of the
pole.  Tom knows the pole is 12 feet tall, so assuming that the pole is
perpendicular to the ground, how far are Tom’s feet from the base of the
pole?

(A) 8 feet (B) 25 feet (C) 1 foot (D) 5 feet


